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Background: Several autopsy studies indicated that drug-eluting stents (DES) induced inflammatory responses behind stent struts, which may 
cause stent thrombosis. However, little data is available regarding tissue characteristics of peristent plaque after DES implantation in vivo. Statins 
were reported to have an antithrombotic effect after DES implantation. The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between lipid profile 
and change in peristent plaque compositions after DES implantation in comparison with bare-metal stents (BMS) using IB-IVUS.
Methods: We enrolled 42 patients with angina pectoris who received elective stenting with DES (22 patients) and BMS (20 patients). Serial IB-
IVUS analyses were performed after stent implantation and at 10 month follow-up (f/u). Tissue characteristics of peristent plaque were analyzed 
in the 10 mm stent segment with the largest peristent plaque volume at baseline, and the occupancy rate of 4 tissue types (lipid, fibrous, dense 
fibrous, and calcified) within peristent plaque was evaluated. Exactly same segments were analyzed at f/u. We divided patients into 2 groups 
according to the median low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) levels at f/u (DES;83 and BMS;81 mg/dl), and tissue changes were compared 
between them in DES and BMS groups.
Results: LDL-C levels significantly decreased from baseline to f/u in DES and BMS groups (from 110.2 to 81.3 mg/dl and from 116.4 to 84.5 mg/
dl, respectively, both p<0.001). DES group had a significant progression of peristent lipid volume fraction from baseline to f/u (from 28.3 to 34.5 
%, p=0.02), whereas BMS group showed no change (from 24.6 to 21.8 %, p=0.21). In DES group, change in peristent lipid volume fraction from 
baseline to f/u was significantly smaller in subjects with LDL-C <83 mg/dl at f/u than those with LDL-C ≥83 (Δ, -1.0 vs. 13.4 %, p<0.01). In contrast, 
such difference was not observed in BMS group (Δ, -5.9 vs. 0.1 %, p=0.18).
Conclusion: DES altered tissue characteristics of peristent plaque as assessed by IB-IVUS, which was suppressed by a greater reduction in LDL-C, 
indicating that optimal lipid-lowering therapy may be essential after DES implantation.
